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Overview

DataHub is a data access and processing platform in Tencent Cloud for one-stop data access,

processing, and distribution. It can continuously receive and collect data from applications, web,

cloud product logs, and other sources, and process the data in real time. This helps build a data flow

linkage at low costs to connect data sources and data processing systems.

DataHub Operation Guide

DataHub Overview

Last updated：2022-05-20 11:23:46
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Benefits

DataHub features high availability, scalability, and security as well as real-time processing.

High availability

DataHub is based on the distributed deployment of CKafka to deliver a high stability.

Real-time processing

DataHub efficiently collects and processes data in real time.

High scalability

DataHub clusters are horizontally scalable, where instances can be seamlessly upgraded. The

underlying system automatically scales elastically based on the business scope, and the scaling

process is imperceptible to the upper-layer businesses.

High security

Tenants are isolated at the network level, so the network access to instances is naturally isolated

among different accounts. CAM authentication of the management streams and SASL permission

control of the data streams are supported for strict access control.

Integration with upstream and downstream ecosystems
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DataHub can interconnect with more than 13 Tencent Cloud services for fast deployment, including

TKE, COS, ES, CLS, and CDWCH.

Unified Ops monitoring

DataHub provides a complete set of Ops services empowered by the Tencent Cloud platform,

including multidimensional monitoring of and alarming for tenant isolation, access control, message

retention query, consumer details viewing, etc.

Application Value

CKafka is a high-throughput scalable distributed messaging system. Based on the publish/subscribe

pattern, it enables async interactions between producers and consumers through message

decoupling. It has many strengths, such as data compression and offline/real-time data processing.

As a feature module of CKafka, DataHub allows you to perform GUI-enabled configuration in CKafka

to connect common data sources and receivers immediately. It connects data sources to data

processing systems so as to decouple such systems from business data sources.
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Data distribution hub

DataHub supports accessing different types of data generated by various data sources for unified

management and distribution to downstream offline/online processing systems, forming a clear data

flow channel.

Simple data cleansing

DataHub can access different types of data from various data sources to simply cleanse, filter, and

convert the data to generate unified structured data, making subsequent output, analysis, and

archiving much easier.
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Overview

DataHub offers the schema management feature. You can associate a created schema to a specific

data access task to verify the format of the accessed data according to the schema.

Directions

Creating Schema

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Select Schema Management on the left sidebar, select the region, click Create Schema, and

enter the schema name.

Schema Name: Enter the schema name. It can only contain letters, digits, underscores, or

symbols ("-" and ".").

Description: Enter the optional schema description.

Field Configuration: Add up to 100 fields.

Schema Management

Last updated：2022-05-18 11:50:51

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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Field Name: Enter the field name.

Type: Eight types are supported, namely, BOOLEAN, INT8, INT16, INT32, INT64, FLOAT32,

FLOAT64, and STRING.

allowNull: Verify whether this field exists in the upstream. The value "true" indicates if this

field doesn't exist in the upstream, the default value field you specify here will be

automatically added instead.

Note：

Detailed description of whether the field configuration is NULL:

true

The upstream field exists and meets the requirements: Write.

The upstream field exists but doesn't meet the requirements: Do not write.

The upstream field doesn't exist: Write the default value.

false

The upstream field exists and meets the requirements: Write.

The upstream field exists but doesn't meet the requirements: Do not write.

The upstream field doesn't exist: Do not write.

Description: Enter the field description.

3. Click OK.

Deleting schema

On the schema management page, click Delete in the Operation column and confirm the deletion

in the pop-up window.

Associating task

After a schema is created, it can be associated with a specific data access task.

1. On the schema management list page, click the ID of the target schema to enter its basic

information page.

2. Select the Associated Task tab at the top of the page, click Associate Task, and select the

specific data access task.

Disassociating task
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1. On the schema management list page, click the ID of the target schema to enter its basic

information page.

2. Select the Associated Task tab at the top of the page and click Disassociate in the Operation

column of the target associated task.

Note：

Once disassociated, the schema will no longer be used to verify data format.
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DataHub is a CKafka service module that connects data sources to data processing systems. It

preprocesses data obtained from business data sources and then distributes the output data to

offline/online processing systems. In this way, it decouples these systems from business data

sources.

DataHub supports accessing different types of data generated by various data sources for unified

management and distribution to downstream offline/online processing systems, forming a clear data

flow channel.

Data Source

DataHub supports the following types of data sources: actively reported data, services, and logs.

Actively reported data: HTTP data can be actively reported to CKafka. For detailed directions,

see Reporting over HTTP.

Asynchronously pulled data - services: MongoDB, CLS, and DTS are supported.

MongoDB: CKafka can collect data from MongoDB. For detailed directions, see MongoDB.

DTS: CKafka can collect data from DTS. For detailed directions, see DTS.

Note：

You can configure log data source access in the shipper's console instead of the CKafka

console.

Data Access

Data access consists of two parts:

Active reporting

Data Access

Data Access Overview

Last updated：2022-05-20 11:26:10

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/46807
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/46810
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/46811
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An SDK is provided. The process is as shown below:

Async pull

Complete productized configuration GUIs are offered for service, log, and API data sources,

eliminating your need to care about the underlying implementation.
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Overview

DataHub supports accessing different types of data generated by various data sources for unified

management and distribution to downstream offline/online processing systems, forming a clear data

flow channel.

This document takes HTTP data as an example to describe how to create an active data reporting

task and modify the task configuration in the CKafka console.

Directions

Creating data access task

Prerequisites: You have created a CKafka instance and a topic.

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Access on the left sidebar, select the region, and click Create Task.

3. In the pop-up window, select Actively reported data for Data Source Type.

Active Reporting

Reporting over HTTP

Last updated：2022-05-18 16:04:23

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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4. Click Next, enter the task name, and select the created CKafka instance and topic.

Task Name: Enter the task name. It can only contain letters, digits, underscores, or symbols ("-"

and ".").

CKafka Instance: Select the target CKafka instance.

Target Topic: Select the target CKafka topic for data shipping. The data distribution feature

cannot be normally used if ACL policies are configured for the selected topic.

Schema: After a schema is associated, it will be used to verify data format. If there is no

appropriate schema, you can click Create Schema to enter the schema creation page.

QPS Limit: Enter the QPS limit.

5. Click Submit. After the task is created successfully, access point information will be generated.

6. Copy the access point information to the SDK to write data.

Note：

For more information, see Data Reporting SDK.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-schema?rid=8&createStatus=true
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/46808
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Modifying data target

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Access on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. Click Change Data Target in the top-right corner of the Data Access module to modify the data

access target.

Note：

You can switch only the target CKafka topic. The target CKafka instance cannot be modified.

The new data target will take effect in about one minute.

The access point will not be generated again after the data target is modified.

4. Click Submit.

Associating/Disassociating schema

If you don't associate a schema during task creation, you can associate one later. Schemas can also

be disassociated. The steps are as follows:

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Access on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page. In the basic information module, you can associate/disassociate schemas.

Viewing monitoring data

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Access on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. Select the Monitoring tab to view the monitoring data of the target topic.

Pausing task

On the Data Access page, click Pause in the Operation column of the target task to pause the

task.

Note：

If you find that the data access task affects the normal use of CKafka, you can pause it.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-access
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Resuming task

On the Data Access page, click Resume in the Operation column of the target task to resume the

paused task.

Note：

A paused task can be resumed to continue dumping data.

Deleting task

On the Data Access page, click Delete in the Operation column of the target task and click OK in

the pop-up window to delete the task.

Note：

Once the task is deleted, data access will be stopped and the task record will be deleted, but

the previously dumped data and CKafka instance involved will not be affected.

A task cannot be recovered once deleted. Proceed with caution.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-access
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-access
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Overview

This document uses Java as an example to describe how to integrate the data reporting SDK for Java

with the client to quickly report data to DataHub.

Directions

Step 1. Create an HTTP access point

Create an HTTP access point in the DataHub console as instructed in Reporting over HTTP and get

the  DatahubId  identifying the reporting endpoint.

Step 2. Import the SDK for Java

Import the data reporting SDK through Maven or Gradle into the Java project.

Step 3. Report the data

After importing the SDK, you can call the  SendMessage  API of the SDK to report a single data entry or

batch report data entries as follows:

1. Instantiate the authentication object.

2. Instantiate the client object.

3. Call  SendMessage  to request to report data.

4. Process the returned result.

Data Reporting SDK

Last updated：2022-05-18 11:50:51

import com.tencentcloudapi.common.Credential;
import com.tencentcloudapi.common.profile.ClientProfile;
import com.tencentcloudapi.common.profile.HttpProfile;
import com.tencentcloudapi.common.exception.TencentCloudSDKException;
import com.tencentcloudapi.ckafka.v20190819.CkafkaClient;
import com.tencentcloudapi.ckafka.v20190819.models.*;

public class SendMessage
{
public static void main(String [] args) {
try{
// Instantiate an authentication object. Pass in `secretID` and `secretKey` of your Tencent Cl
oud account as the input parameters and keep them confidential.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/46807
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Step 4. Query the message

After the data is sent, you can check whether it is sent successfully on the message query page. For

more information, see Querying Message.

Source Code Demo

Java

// You can get them at https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/cam/capi
Credential cred = new Credential("SecretId", "SecretKey");
// (Optional) Instantiate an HTTP option
HttpProfile httpProfile = new HttpProfile();
httpProfile.setEndpoint("ckafka.tencentcloudapi.com");
// (Optional) Instantiate a client option
ClientProfile clientProfile = new ClientProfile();
clientProfile.setHttpProfile(httpProfile);
// Instantiate the client object of the requested product. `clientProfile` is optional
CkafkaClient client = new CkafkaClient(cred, "ap-beijing", clientProfile);
// Instantiate a request object. Each API corresponds to a request object
SendMessageRequest req = new SendMessageRequest();
req.setDataHubId("datahub-r6gkngy3");

BatchContent[] batchContents1 = new BatchContent[2];
BatchContent batchContent1 = new BatchContent();
batchContent1.setBody("test1");
batchContents1[0] = batchContent1;

BatchContent batchContent2 = new BatchContent();
batchContent2.setBody("test2");
batchContents1[1] = batchContent2;

req.setMessage(batchContents1);

// The returned `resp` is an instance of `SendMessageResponse` which corresponds to the reques
t object
SendMessageResponse resp = client.SendMessage(req);
// A string response packet in JSON format is output
System.out.println(SendMessageResponse.toJsonString(resp));
} catch (TencentCloudSDKException e) {
System.out.println(e.toString());
}
}
}

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/39719
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Python

Node.JS

PHP

GoLang

.Net

C++

import com.tencentcloudapi.common.Credential;
import com.tencentcloudapi.common.profile.ClientProfile;
import com.tencentcloudapi.common.profile.HttpProfile;
import com.tencentcloudapi.common.exception.TencentCloudSDKException;
import com.tencentcloudapi.ckafka.v20190819.CkafkaClient;
import com.tencentcloudapi.ckafka.v20190819.models.*;

public class SendMessage
{
public static void main(String [] args) {
try{
// Instantiate an authentication object. Pass in `secretID` and `secretKey` of your Tencent Cloud
account as the input parameters and keep them confidential.
// You can get them at https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/cam/capi
Credential cred = new Credential("SecretId", "SecretKey");
// (Optional) Instantiate an HTTP option
HttpProfile httpProfile = new HttpProfile();
httpProfile.setEndpoint("ckafka.tencentcloudapi.com");
// (Optional) Instantiate a client option
ClientProfile clientProfile = new ClientProfile();
clientProfile.setHttpProfile(httpProfile);
// Instantiate the client object of the requested product. `clientProfile` is optional
CkafkaClient client = new CkafkaClient(cred, "ap-beijing", clientProfile);
// Instantiate a request object. Each API corresponds to a request object
SendMessageRequest req = new SendMessageRequest();
req.setDataHubId("datahub-r6gkngy3");

BatchContent[] batchContents1 = new BatchContent[2];
BatchContent batchContent1 = new BatchContent();
batchContent1.setBody("test1");
batchContents1[0] = batchContent1;

BatchContent batchContent2 = new BatchContent();
batchContent2.setBody("test2");
batchContents1[1] = batchContent2;

req.setMessage(batchContents1);
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// The returned `resp` is an instance of `SendMessageResponse` which corresponds to the request o
bject
SendMessageResponse resp = client.SendMessage(req);
// A string response packet in JSON format is output
System.out.println(SendMessageResponse.toJsonString(resp));
} catch (TencentCloudSDKException e) {
System.out.println(e.toString());
}
}
}
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Overview

DataHub supports accessing different types of data generated by various data sources for unified

management and distribution to downstream offline/online processing systems, forming a clear data

flow channel.

This document takes MongoDB as an example to describe how to create an async data pull task and

modify the task configuration in the CKafka console.

Directions

Creating data access task

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Access on the left sidebar, select the region, and click Create Task.

Async Pull (Services)

MongoDB

Last updated：2022-05-18 16:02:58

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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3. In the pop-up window, select Asynchronously pulled data > MongoDB for Data Source Type.
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4. Click Next and enter the task details.

Task Name: It can only contain letters, digits, underscores, or symbols ("-" and ".").

Target CKafka Instance: Select a CKafka instance.

Target Topic: Select the target CKafka topic for data access.

Source Database Type:

TencentDB for MongoDB: Select a database instance.
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Self-built MongoDB: Select your CLB instance and specify the port.

Username: Source MongoDB database username.

Password: Source MongoDB database password.

Database: Source MongoDB database name. You cannot select the default MongoDB database for

data import.

Collection: Source MongoDB collection. You can keep the default setting, i.e., "", to listen on all

collections, or specify a collection.

Copy Existing Data: Specify whether to replicate the existing data in the source MongoDB

database.

5. Click Submit.

Changing data source and data target

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Access on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. Click Change Data Source in the top-right corner of the Data Source module to modify the data

source information.

4. Click Change Data Target in the top-right corner of the Data Target module to modify the data

target information.

Viewing monitoring data

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Access on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. Select the Monitoring tab to view the monitoring data of the target topic.

Pausing task

On the Data Access page, click Pause in the Operation column of the target task to pause the

task.

Note：

If you find that the data access task affects the normal use of CKafka, you can pause it.

Resuming task

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-access
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On the Data Access page, click Resume in the Operation column of the target task to resume the

paused task.

Note：

A paused task can be resumed to continue dumping data.

Deleting task

On the Data Access page, click Delete in the Operation column of the target task and click OK in

the pop-up window to delete the task.

Note：

Once the task is deleted, data access will be stopped and the task record will be deleted, but

the previously dumped data and CKafka instance involved will not be affected.

A task cannot be recovered once deleted. Proceed with caution.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-access
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-access
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Overview

DataHub supports accessing different types of data generated by various data sources for unified

management and distribution to downstream offline/online processing systems, forming a clear data

flow channel.

This document takes DTS data as an example to describe how to create an async data pull task and

modify the task configuration in the CKafka console.

Directions

Creating data access task

Prerequisites

You have created a CKafka instance and a topic.

You have created a DTS instance and a consumer group.

Directions:

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Access on the left sidebar, select the region, and click Create Task.

DTS

Last updated：2022-05-18 11:51:46

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/571/39534
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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3. In the pop-up window, select Asynchronously pulled data > DTS for Data Source Type.
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4. Click Next and enter the task details.

Task Name: It can only contain letters, digits, underscores, or symbols ("-" and ".").

Target CKafka Instance: Select a CKafka instance.

Target Topic: Select the target CKafka topic for data delivery.

DTS Instance: Select a DTS instance. The partition count of the topics that are subscribed to in

DTS must be set to the same as that of the target Kafka topics.

DTS Consumer Group: Select a DTS consumer group.

Consumer Group Account: DTS consumer group account.

Consumer Group Password: DTS consumer group password.

5. Click Submit.
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Changing data source and data target

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Access on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. Click Change Data Target in the top-right corner of the Data Target module to modify the data

target information.

Viewing monitoring data

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Access on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. Select the Monitoring tab to view the monitoring data of the target topic.

Pausing task

On the Data Access page, click Pause in the Operation column of the target task to pause the

task.

Note：

If you find that the data access task affects the normal use of CKafka, you can pause it.

Resuming task

On the Data Access page, click Resume in the Operation column of the target task to resume the

paused task.

Note：

A paused task can be resumed to continue dumping data.

Deleting task

On the Data Access page, click Delete in the Operation column of the target task and click OK in

the pop-up window to delete the task.

Note：

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-access
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-access
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-access
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Once the task is deleted, data dumping will be stopped and the task record will be deleted,

but the previously dumped data and CKafka instance involved will not be affected.

A task cannot be recovered once deleted. Proceed with caution.
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Overview

DataHub supports accessing different types of data generated by various data sources for unified

management and distribution to downstream offline/online processing systems, forming a clear data

flow channel.

This document takes COS data as an example to describe how to create an async data pull task and

modify the task configuration in the CKafka console.

Directions

Creating data access task

Prerequisites

You have created a CKafka instance and a topic.

You have created a bucket and an object

Directions:

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Access on the left sidebar, select the region, and click Create Task.

COS

Last updated：2022-05-18 16:02:23

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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3. In the pop-up window, select Asynchronously pulled data > COS for Data Source Type.
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4. Click Next and enter the task details.

Task Name: It can only contain letters, digits, underscores, or symbols ("-" and ".").

Target CKafka Instance: Select a CKafka instance.

Target Topic: Select the target CKafka topic for data delivery.

Source Bucket: Select the source data bucket.

Source Object: Select the source data object. The current topic supports a max message size of

12 MB. If the size of a single data row exceeds this limit, data will not be written to the topic.

Role Authorization: You need to grant permissions to a third-party role to access COS.

5. Click Submit.

Changing data source and data target
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1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Access on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. Click Change Data Target in the top-right corner of the Data Target module to modify the data

target information.

Viewing monitoring data

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Access on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. Select the Monitoring tab to view the monitoring data of the target topic.

Pausing task

On the Data Access page, click Pause in the Operation column of the target task to pause the

task.

Note：

If you find that the data access task affects the normal use of CKafka, you can pause it.

Resuming task

On the Data Access page, click Resume in the Operation column of the target task to resume the

paused task.

Note：

A paused task can be resumed to continue dumping data.

Deleting task

On the Data Access page, click Delete in the Operation column of the target task and click OK in

the pop-up window to delete the task.

Note：

Once the task is deleted, data access will be stopped and the task record will be deleted, but

the previously dumped data and CKafka instance involved will not be affected.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-access
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-access
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-access
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A task cannot be recovered once deleted. Proceed with caution.
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Overview

DataHub provides the simple data processing feature. You only need to pass in data and

configuration items, and this feature can format the data, return the processed structured data, and

distribute it to offline/online processing systems, connecting data sources to data processing

systems.

Directions

Creating rule

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Processing on the left sidebar, select the region, and click Create Task.

Data Processing

Simple Data Processing

Last updated：2022-05-18 11:50:51

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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3. Enter the basic task information.

Task Name: It can only contain letters, digits, underscores, or symbols ("-" and ".").

Source Topic: CKafka topic of the source data.

Target Topic: CKafka topic of the target data.

Starting Position: Select the topic offset of historical messages when dumping.

Use EventBridge as Underlying Engine: You can select to use EventBridge as the underlying

engine.

Note

This is supported only in Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou regions.

Role Authorization: To use the EventBridge service as the underlying engine, you need to grant

a third-party role to perform access to related products for you.
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4. Click Next to set a data processing rule.

Original Data: You can select Pulled from the source topic or Custom.

Parsing Mode: You can select JSON, Separator, or Regex.

JSON

Separator: You can select a  Space ,  Tab ,  , ,  ; ,  | , or  Custom .

Regex: You need to enter a regex.

5. After selecting the parsing mode, click OK to start parsing data.

6. After data parsing is completed, set the filtering rule and data processing mode.

Note：

Currently, only JSON is supported as an output format.
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Filter: It outputs only data meeting the filter rules. Supported filter match modes include By

prefix, By suffix, Contains, Except, By value, and By IP. For more information, see Filter

Rule Description.

Data Processing: Valid values of  TYPE  are Default, Preset, Mapping, Custom, and

JSONPATH.

TYPE = Default:  VALUE  is mapped based on the parsing result and cannot be modified.

TYPE = Preset: You can select a system preset value for  VALUE . Currently,  DATE  (timestamp)

is supported.

TYPE = Mapping: You can select an existing key. The final output value of  VALUE  is mapped

by the specified key.

TYPE = Custom: You can enter a custom value for  VALUE .

TYPE = JSONPATH: Parse nested JSON data. Use  $  as the first character and  .  as the last

character to locate a specific field in nested JSON data.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/46823
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7. Click Test to check the test result.

8. Set the failure handling rule.

Retry Interval: Specify the interval for retry upon failure, which can range from 60 seconds to 1

hour.

Retry Count: Specify the maximum number of retries upon failure. After this limit is exceeded,

the message will be considered a failed message. The result of  Retry Count  multiplied by

 Retry Interval  should be equal to or less than 6 hours.

Handle Failed Message: Specify the method of processing failed messages. You can choose to

discard or retain failed messages, or deliver them to the dead letter queue (in this case, you

need to specify the dead letter topic).

9. Click Submit.

Editing rule

1. In the task list on the Data Processing page, click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

2. Click Edit Rule in the top-right corner of the Processing Rule module to modify the data

processing rule.

Changing configuration

1. In the task list on the Data Processing page, click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

2. Click Change Configurations in the top-right corner of the Configuration Information module

to modify the configuration of the data processing rule.

Viewing monitoring data

1. In the task list on the Data Processing page, click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

2. Enter the basic task information page.

3. At the top of the task details page, click Monitoring, select the resource to be viewed, and set

the time range to view the corresponding monitoring data.

Pausing task

On the Data Processing page, click Pause in the Operation column of the target task to pause

the task.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-process
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-process
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-process
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-process
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Note：

As this operation is an async task with a delay, the task status may not change immediately.

Resuming task

On the Data Processing page, click Resume in the Operation column of the target task to resume

the paused task.

Note：

A paused task can be resumed to continue processing data.

Deleting task

On the Data Processing page, click Delete in the Operation column of the target task and click

OK in the pop-up window to delete the task.

Note：

Once the task is deleted, data processing will be stopped and the task record will be

deleted, but the previously processed data and CKafka instance involved will not be

affected.

A task cannot be recovered once deleted. Proceed with caution.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-process
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-process
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The filter allows you to configure filtering rules such as field sizes to filter data. Only data that meets

the specified rules will be retained.

Notes

Filter matching is case-sensitive and accurate down to the character. During matching, no

standardized operations will be performed on strings.

Values to be matched must be in JSON format, which include strings and numeric values enclosed

in quotation marks as well as keywords not enclosed in quotation marks (  true ,  false , and

 null ).

Prefix Match

You can perform key value matching by comparing a specified prefix with the prefix in data.

For example, for data  {"password":"topicname"} , you can specify  top  as the prefix of the  password 

value so that  {"password":"topicname"}  can be normally matched.

Suffix Match

You can perform key value matching by comparing a specified suffix with the suffix in data.

For example, for data  {"password":"topicname"} , you can specify  name  as the suffix of the  password 

value so that  {"password":"topicname"}  can be normally matched.

Inclusion Match

You can specify a field to be included in data as a match condition.

For example, for data  {"password":"topicname"} , you can specify  na  to be included in the  password 

value so that  {"password":"topicname"}  can be normally matched.

Filter Rule Description

Last updated：2022-05-18 11:50:51
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Exclusion Match

You can specify a field to be excluded from data as a match condition.

For example, for data  {"password":"topicname"} , you can specify  topicname  to be excluded from the

 password  value so that  {"password":"topicname"}  cannot be normally matched.

Numeric Match

You can specify the value or value range of a certain field as a match condition.

For example, for data  { "numeric": 10} , you can specify the value of  numeric  to be less than 15

(  &lt;15 ) as a match condition so that  { "numeric": 10}  can be normally matched.

The following are examples of value match rules:

Greater than 10: Enter `>10`

Greater than or equal to 10: Enter `>=10`

Greater than or equal to 10, and less than or equal to 20: Enter `>=10&<=20`

Greater than or equal to 10, or less than or equal to 5: Enter `>=10|<=5`

IP Match

You can specify an IP in CIDR notation as a match condition. For example, you can enter  1.2.3.4/24 

to match IPs whose leading 24 bits start with "1.2.3.".
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The low-latency processing capability of CKafka makes it easier to process (consume) distributed

data from multiple data sources. Under the same performance conditions, CKafka provides more

durable persistent storage and lower end-to-end latency than a centralized data aggregation system.

DataHub offers data distribution capacities. It can distribute data such as real-time web access logs,

application logs, and various types of events to downstream Tencent Cloud products by using SCF or

a sink connector. You can then write an application or use the Oceanus engine to process such data

and generate real-time data processing results such as charts, alarms, and statistics.

Currently, data can be distributed to the following targets:

ES

TDW

CDWCH

Data Distribution

Overview

Last updated：2022-05-20 11:47:22

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/46826
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/46827
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/46828
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CLS

EventBridge: Data distributed to EventBridge can be further distributed to the following targets:

COS

CLS

ES

Note：

Data distribution to EventBridge is supported only in Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou regions

and relies on SCF and other Tencent Cloud products, which should be activated first.

Restrictions and Billing

The dump speed is subject to the limit of the peak bandwidth of the CKafka instance. If the

consumption is too slow, check the peak bandwidth settings.

Data distribution to EventBridge is provided based on the SCF service that offers a free tier. For

more information on the fees for excessive usage, see the billing rules of SCF.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/46829
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/46833
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/46834
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/46835
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/12282
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/17299
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Overview

DataHub offers data distribution capabilities. You can distribute CKafka data to ES for the storage

and search of massive amounts of data and real-time log analysis.

Note：

Only ES 7.0 and later are supported.

Prerequisites

Currently, this feature relies on the ES service, which should be activated first.

Directions

Creating data distribution task

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar, select the region, and click Create Task.

Data Distribution to ES

Last updated：2022-05-18 18:55:10

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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3. Select Elasticsearch Service (ES) as the Target Type and click Next.

Task Name: It can only contain letters, digits, underscores, or symbols ("-" and ".").

CKafka Instance: Select the source CKafka instance.

Source Topic: Select the source topic.

Source Data: The source data can be pulled.

Starting Position: Select the topic offset of historical messages when dumping.
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Instance Cluster: Select an ES instance cluster.

Instance Username: Enter the ES instance username, which is  elastic  and cannot be modified.

Instance Password: Enter the ES instance password.

Discard Message with Parsing Failure: A message parsing failure may occur if the message size

exceeds 32 KB or if the message schema differs from that of the target index. If you don't

discard the message that can't be parsed, exceptions may occur and data dumping will be

stopped.

4. Click Submit.

Viewing monitoring data

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. At the top of the task details page, click Monitoring, select the resource to be viewed, and set

the time range to view the corresponding monitoring data.

Restrictions and Billing

The dump speed is subject to the limit of the peak bandwidth of the CKafka instance. If the

consumption is too slow, check the peak bandwidth settings.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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Overview

DataHub offers data distribution capabilities. You can distribute CKafka data to TDW for data storage,

query, and analysis.

Prerequisites

Currently, this feature relies on the TDW service, which should be activated first.

Directions

Creating task

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar, select the region, and click Create Task.

Data Distribution to TDW

Last updated：2022-05-18 18:55:10

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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3. Select Tencent Distributed Data Warehouse (TDW) as the Target Type and click Next.

Task Name: It can only contain letters, digits, underscores, or symbols ("-" and ".").

CKafka Instance: Select the source CKafka instance.

Source Topic: Select the source topic.

Source Data: The source data can be pulled.

Starting Position: Select the topic offset of historical messages when dumping.

TDW BID: Enter the TDW BID.

TDW TID: Enter the TDW TID.

4. Click Submit.

Viewing monitoring data

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. At the top of the task details page, click Monitoring, select the resource to be viewed, and set

the time range to view the corresponding monitoring data.

Changing data source and data target

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. Click Change Data Source in the top-right corner of the Data Source module to modify the data

source information.

4. Click Change Data Target in the top-right corner of the Data Target module to modify the data

target information.

Note：

The consumer group offset will not be reset after the data target is changed.

The data source and target cannot be modified if the task is paused.

Restrictions and Billing

The dump speed is subject to the limit of the peak bandwidth of the CKafka instance. If the

consumption is too slow, check the peak bandwidth settings or increase the number of CKafka

partitions.

The dump speed is subject to the size of a single CKafka file. A file exceeding 500 MB in size will

be automatically split for multipart upload.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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Overview

DataHub offers data distribution capabilities. You can distribute CKafka data to ClickHouse for further

storage, query, and analysis.

Prerequisites

To use CDWCH, you need to activate it in advance. In addition, data distribution to self-built

ClickHouse is also supported.

Create a table in ClickHouse and specify a column and type during table creation.

Directions

Creating task

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar, select the region, and click Create Task.

3. Select ClickHouse as the Target Type.

Data Distribution to ClickHouse

Last updated：2022-05-18 18:58:23

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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Configuring CKafka data source

On the settings page, set the following CKafka configuration items:

1. Task Name: It can only contain letters, digits, underscores, or symbols ("-" and ".").

2. CKafka Instance: Select the source CKafka instance.

3. Source Topic: Select a topic under the instance. A data distribution task supports up to five

source topics. Data in this topic can be successfully dumped only if it is in the same format.

Parsing message

After completing the above settings, click Preview Data, and the first message from the specified

Source Topic will be obtained and parsed.
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Note：

Currently, message parsing must meet the following requirements:

The message is a JSON string.

The message after parsing is a single-level JSON string. Currently, JSON strings with a nested

structure cannot be parsed.

If the message is not a single-level JSON string, we recommend you use data processing for

message format conversion first.

Click Preview Topic Message, and the parsed message fields will be displayed in the console. You

can modify the  type  attribute in the preview result to set the type of the target column for data

delivery.

When you select  Date  or  DateTime  as the  type , if the source message format is integer, the  unix

timestamp  format will be used for parsing; if it is string, a common time format pattern string will be

used for parsing.

Configuring data distribution

Supported ClickHouse database types for data distribution include CDWCH and self-built

ClickHouse databases.

CDWCH

Self-built or EMR ClickHouse

As a CDWCH instance has been encapsulated with a private connection during creation, you can

directly select the corresponding CDWCH instance in the console, and the data distribution feature

will automatically connect to the instance's VPC.

After the network is connected, you need to set the following configuration items of the data

distribution target instance:

Username: Target ClickHouse username, which is  default  by default.

Password: Target ClickHouse password.

Note：

For security reasons, the ClickHouse password is required for data distribution.

Currently, the password after instance creation may be empty, in which case you need to

modify the password in the  user.xml  configuration file. For detailed directions, see User

Settings.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka/datahub-process
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/cdwch
https://clickhouse.com/docs/en/operations/settings/settings-users/
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Cluster: ClickHouse cluster name, which is  default_cluster  by default.

Database: Database name set in ClickHouse.

Table: Name of the table created in the database. Currently, no table will be created automatically

during data distribution to ClickHouse, so you need to manually create the current target

table in ClickHouse.

Discard Message with Parsing Failure: A message parsing failure may occur if the message field

type differs from that of the target database. If you don't discard the message that can't be

parsed, exceptions may occur and data dumping will be stopped.

Click Submit.

Configuring Monitoring

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. At the top of the task details page, click Monitoring, select the resource to be viewed, and set

the time range to view the corresponding monitoring data.

Restrictions and Billing

The dump speed is subject to the limit of the peak bandwidth of the CKafka instance. If the

consumption is too slow, check the peak bandwidth settings or increase the number of CKafka

partitions.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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Overview

DataHub offers data distribution capabilities. You can distribute CKafka data to CLS for business

problem locating, metric monitoring, and security audit.

Prerequisites

Currently, this feature relies on the CLS service, which should be activated first.

Directions

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar, select the region, and click Create Task.

Data Distribution to CLS

Last updated：2022-05-18 18:55:11

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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3. Select Cloud Log Service (CLS) as the Target Type and click Next.

Task Name: It can only contain letters, digits, underscores, or symbols ("-" and ".").

CKafka Instance: Select the source CKafka instance.

Source Topic: Select the source topic. A data distribution task supports up to five source topics.

Starting Position: Select the topic offset of historical messages when dumping.
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Logset: Select a logset. A logset is a project management unit in CLS and is used to distinguish

between logs in different projects.

Log Topic: You can select Auto-create log topic or Select from existing log topics. One

logset can contain multiple log topics, and one log topic corresponds to one type of applications

or services. We recommend you collect similar logs on different machines into the same log

topic.

Role Authorization: You need to grant permissions to a third-party role to access CLS.

4. Click Submit.

Viewing monitoring data

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. At the top of the task details page, click Monitoring, select the resource to be viewed, and set

the time range to view the corresponding monitoring data.

Restrictions and billing

The dump speed is subject to the limit of the peak bandwidth of the CKafka instance. If the

consumption is too slow, check the peak bandwidth settings or increase the number of CKafka

partitions.

The dump speed is subject to the size of a single CKafka file. A file exceeding 500 MB in size will

be automatically split for multipart upload.

This feature is provided based on the SCF service that offers a free tier. For more information on

the fees for excessive usage, see the billing rules of SCF.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/614/32849
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/12282
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/17299
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Overview

DataHub offers data distribution capabilities. You can distribute CKafka data to COS for data analysis

and download.

Prerequisites

Currently, this feature relies on the COS service, which should be activated first.

Directions

Creating task

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar, select the region, and click Create Task.

Data Distribution to COS

Last updated：2022-05-18 18:55:11

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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3. Select Cloud Object Storage (COS) as the Target Type and click Next.

4. On the Configure Task page, enter the task details.

Task Name: It can only contain letters, digits, underscores, or symbols ("-" and ".").

CKafka Instance: Select the source CKafka instance.

Source Topic: Select the source topic. A data distribution task supports up to five source topics.

Starting Position: Select the topic offset of historical messages when dumping.
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Target Bucket: Select a COS bucket for the specific topic, where a file path named  instance-

id/topic-id/date/timestamp  will be automatically created for message storage.

Aggregation Mode: Select either or both of the aggregation modes for the files to be aggregated

to the COS bucket. For example, if you specify that files are aggregated once every hour and

once every 1 GB, files will be aggregated every time either of the conditions is met.

Note：

If the size of a single message exceeds the configured size of the aggregation file, the

message may be truncated.

Storage Format: You can select CSV or JSON.

Role Authorization: You need to grant permissions to a third-party role to access COS.

5. Click Submit.

Viewing monitoring data

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. At the top of the task details page, click Monitoring, select the resource to be viewed, and set

the time range to view the corresponding monitoring data.

Restrictions and Billing

The dump speed is subject to the limit of the peak bandwidth of the CKafka instance. If the

consumption is too slow, check the peak bandwidth settings or increase the number of CKafka

partitions.

The dump speed is subject to the size of a single CKafka file. A file exceeding 500 MB in size will

be automatically split for multipart upload.

Currently, you can only store messages to a COS bucket in the same region as the CKafka

instance. For latency considerations, cross-region storage is not supported.

For message dump to COS, the file content is composed by serializing the values in CKafka

messages with UTF-8 strings. Binary data format is not supported currently.

The operating account that enables message dump to COS must have write permission to the

target COS bucket.

You must have at least one VPC before you can dump messages to COS. If you choose the classic

network during creation, bind a VPC as instructed in Adding Routing Policy.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/32555
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Overview

DataHub offers data distribution capabilities. You can distribute CKafka data to COS for data analysis

and download. The process and architecture are as shown below:

Prerequisites

Currently, this feature relies on the SCF and COS services, which should be activated first.

Directions

Creating task

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar, select the region, and click Create Task.

Data Distribution to EventBridge

COS

Last updated：2022-05-20 11:50:00

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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3. Select EventBridge as the Target Type and click Next.

Note：

Before using SCF and EventBridge to process data, you need to read and agree to SCF

Description and Billing Overview.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/17299
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4. On the Configure Task page, enter the task details.
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Task Name: It can only contain letters, digits, underscores, or symbols ("-" and ".").

CKafka Instance: Select the source CKafka instance.

Source Topic: Select the source topic.

Delivery Target: Select COS.

Starting Position: Select the topic offset of historical messages when dumping.

Target Bucket: Select a COS bucket for the specific topic, where a file path named  instance-

id/topic-id/date/timestamp  will be automatically created for message storage. If this path

cannot meet your business needs, modify it under  CkafkaToCosConsumer  after completing the

creation.

Aggregation Mode: Select either or both of the aggregation modes for the files to be aggregated

to the COS bucket. For example, if you specify that files are aggregated once every hour and

once every 1 GB, files will be aggregated every time either of the conditions is met.

Role Authorization: You need to grant permissions to a third-party role to access SCF and

EventBridge.

SCF Authorization: Indicate your consent to activating SCF and EventBridge and create a

function. Then, you need to go to the function settings to set more advanced configuration

items and view monitoring information.

5. Click Submit.

Viewing monitoring data

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. At the top of the task details page, click Monitoring, select the resource to be viewed, and set

the time range to view the corresponding monitoring data.

Restrictions and Billing

The dump speed is subject to the limit of the peak bandwidth of the CKafka instance. If the

consumption is too slow, check the peak bandwidth settings or increase the number of CKafka

partitions.

The dump speed is subject to the size of a single CKafka file. A file exceeding 500 MB in size will

be automatically split for multipart upload.

Currently, you can only store messages to a COS bucket in the same region as the CKafka

instance. For latency considerations, cross-region storage is not supported.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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For message dump to COS, the file content is composed by serializing the values in CKafka

messages with UTF-8 strings. Binary data format is not supported currently.

The operating account that enables message dump to COS must have write permission to the

target COS bucket.

You must have at least one VPC before you can dump messages to COS. If you choose the classic

network during creation, bind a VPC as instructed in Adding Routing Policy.

This feature is provided based on the SCF service that offers a free tier. For more information on

the fees for excessive usage, see the billing rules of SCF.

The fees of the dumping scheme is subject to the number of CKafka partitions, which is currently

the same as the number of concurrent functions. If you want to modify the number of concurrent

functions, check the logic of the  schedule  function.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/597/32555
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/12282
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/17299
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Overview

DataHub offers data distribution capabilities. You can distribute CKafka data to CLS for business

problem locating, metric monitoring, and security audit.

Prerequisites

Currently, this feature relies on the SCF and CLS services, which should be activated first.

Directions

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar, select the region, and click Create Task.

CLS

Last updated：2022-05-18 18:55:11

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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3. Select EventBridge as the Target Type and click Next.

Note：

Before using SCF and EventBridge to process data, you need to read and agree to SCF

Description and Billing Overview.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/17299
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4. On the Configure Task page, enter the task details.

Task Name: It can only contain letters, digits, underscores, or symbols ("-" and ".").

CKafka Instance: Select the source CKafka instance.

Source Topic: Select the source topic.
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Delivery Target: Select CLS.

Starting Position: Select the topic offset of historical messages when dumping.

Logset: Select a logset. A logset is a project management unit in CLS and is used to distinguish

between logs in different projects.

Log Topic: You can select Auto-create log topic or Select from existing log topics. One

logset can contain multiple log topics, and one log topic corresponds to one type of applications

or services. We recommend you collect similar logs on different machines into the same log

topic.

Role Authorization: You need to grant permissions to a third-party role to access EventBridge.

5. Click Submit.

Viewing monitoring data

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. At the top of the task details page, click Monitoring, select the resource to be viewed, and set

the time range to view the corresponding monitoring data.

Restrictions and Billing

The dump speed is subject to the limit of the peak bandwidth of the CKafka instance. If the

consumption is too slow, check the peak bandwidth settings or increase the number of CKafka

partitions.

The dump speed is subject to the size of a single CKafka file. A file exceeding 500 MB in size will

be automatically split for multipart upload.

This feature is provided based on the SCF service that offers a free tier. For more information on

the fees for excessive usage, see the billing rules of SCF.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/614/32849
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/12282
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/17299
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Overview

DataHub offers data distribution capabilities. You can distribute CKafka data to ES for the storage

and search of massive amounts of data and real-time log analysis.

Prerequisites

Currently, this feature relies on the SCF and ES services which should be activated first before you

can use this feature.

Directions

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar, select the region, and click Create Task.

ES

Last updated：2022-05-18 18:55:11

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
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3. Select EventBridge as the Target Type and click Next.

Note：

Before using SCF and EventBridge to process data, you need to read and agree to SCF

Description and Billing Overview.

4. On the Configure Task page, enter the task details.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/17299
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Task Name: It can only contain letters, digits, underscores, or symbols ("-" and ".").

CKafka Instance: Select the source CKafka instance.

Source Topic: Select the source topic.
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Delivery Target: Select ES.

Starting Position: Select the topic offset of historical messages when dumping.

On-Premises Cluster: If your Elasticsearch cluster is an on-premises cluster, toggle on this option

and enter the instance IP. If your Elasticsearch cluster is an ES cluster, directly select the

relevant cluster.

Instance Cluster: Select an ES instance cluster.

Instance Username: Enter the ES instance username, which is  elastic  and cannot be modified.

Instance Password: Enter the ES instance password.

SCF Authorization: Indicate your consent to activating SCF and EventBridge and create a

function. Then, you need to go to the function settings to set more advanced configuration

items and view monitoring information.

5. Click Submit.

Viewing monitoring data

1. Log in to the CKafka console.

2. Click Data Distribution on the left sidebar and click the ID of the target task to enter its basic

information page.

3. At the top of the task details page, click Monitoring, select the resource to be viewed, and set

the time range to view the corresponding monitoring data.

Restrictions and Billing

The dump speed is subject to the limit of the peak bandwidth of the CKafka instance. If the

consumption is too slow, check the peak bandwidth settings.

The  CKafkaToES  scheme uses the CKafka trigger. For more information on related settings such as

retry policy and maximum number of messages, see CKafka Trigger Description.

When the dump to ES feature is used, the dumped messages are the  msgBody  data of the CKafka

trigger by default. If you want to process the logic by yourself, see CKafka Trigger Description.

This feature is provided based on the SCF service that offers a free tier. For more information on

the fees for excessive usage, see the billing rules of SCF.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/ckafka
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/17530
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/17530
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/12282
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/583/17299

